A rather complete solution for the fine-structure problem in the oxygen molecule is given in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The reduction of the effect of the electronic state on the 6ne structure to an eRective Hamiltonian, involving only the resultant electronic spin in addition to rotational and vibrational quantum numbers, is demonstrated. In this Hamiltonian the parameters ) and tabb measure the eRective coupling of the spin to the 6gure axis and the rotational angular momentum, respectively. The contributions to these parameters which are diagonal in electronic quantum numbers, namely X' and p, ', are evaluated by using an expression for the electronic wave function as a superposition of configurations. It turns out that X' gives almost all of X, whereas p' gives only 4 percent of p, . The secondorder contributions of spin-orbit coupling and rotation-induced electronic angular momentum to ) and p, and the electronic contribution to the effective moment of inertia are related to each other and to certain magnetic eRects to be given later. This interrelation enables them all to be essentially evaluated experimentally.
A rather complete solution for the fine-structure problem in the oxygen molecule is given in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The reduction of the effect of the electronic state on the 6ne structure to an eRective Hamiltonian, involving only the resultant electronic spin in addition to rotational and vibrational quantum numbers, is demonstrated. In this Hamiltonian the parameters ) and tabb measure the eRective coupling of the spin to the 6gure axis and the rotational angular momentum, respectively. The contributions to these parameters which are diagonal in electronic quantum numbers, namely X' and p, ', are evaluated by using an expression for the electronic wave function as a superposition of configurations. It turns out that X' gives almost all of X, whereas p' gives only 4 percent of p, . The secondorder contributions of spin-orbit coupling and rotation-induced electronic angular momentum to ) and p, and the electronic contribution to the effective moment of inertia are related to each other and to certain magnetic eRects to be given later. This interrelation enables them all to be essentially evaluated experimentally.
The eRective Hamiltonian is diagonalized through terms in (It/hcc)s and the eigenvalues compared with the experimental spectra. The fitting establishes the constants: p 252. 67&0.05 Mc/sec; ).=59 386+20 Mc/sec; 4=t Rdh/dR), =16896+150
Mc/sec; Xs --L(Rt/2) (de/dR')g, = (5&2)X10' Mc/sec; 'A ff(v=0) =19 501.57&0.15 Mc/sec. The transformation that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian is given with respect to both Hund case (o) and case (b) bases. These transformations are applied to matrix elements of Sz. The results are tabulated and applied to calculate the exact intensity factors for spectral lines, This calculation shows slight deviations from the usual case (b) results for allowed lines and predicts quite sizeable intensities for the "forbidden" h, E=2 lines.
LTHOUGH the general principles are well estab-'~~~~l ished, there exist few cases in which the Born-Oppenheimer' approximation has been carried through to give a complete solution for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a molecule. The recent publication of a reasonably good and analytically convenient solution for the 'Z electronic ground state of 02 by Meckler' and the existence of precise microwave' and infrared4 data on the energy levels make the oxygen molecule a particularly attractive one for study. Interest was increased by the presence of a spin-dependent fine structure which showed some discrepancies from earlier theoretical predictions. To develop certain internal theoretical relations between parameters, and because of the great diversity of existing treatments, we shall give a unified systematic treatment that incorporates the new results and indicates their connection with previous work. It is hoped that this treatment will serve as an example that shows the relation between the wave mechanical electronic theory and the traditionally matrix mechanical fine structure theory. It will also show how far the calculation can be carried in an actual case.
The over-all problem can be stated as. that of deter-I. INTRODUCTION Meckler which includes the electronic kinetic energy, mutual repulsion energy, and the attraction to the nuclei; V"", is the Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei, and T"",is the kinetic energy of the nuclei that can be decomposed into vibration, rotation, and center-ofmass motion; BC" is the spin-orbit energy, and X"is the spin-spin energy resulting from the magnetic dipole interaction between the electronic spins; Xhf, is the interaction of nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments with their environment.
The eigenfunctions will be functions of space and spin coordinates of the electrons, separation and angles of orientation of the nuclei, and center-of-mass coordinates of the molecule. In general, we would also have nuclear spin coordinates entering, but since 0" has no spin these terms do not concern us here. Those eigenfunctions must be antisymmetric on interchange of electrons and symmetric on interchange of the 0" nuclei. The essence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is that we can express the total state function to a good approximation as lbe14'vib4'rcgPnnc sp in''trsnsq (2) and that this approximation can be improved by use of perturbation theory between functions of this sort. In determining these functions, we can approximately compute each P; by considering the f, corresponding to other energy terms and coordinates to be 6xed, or at BC=K,i+U ", +T"", +BC"+K"+5Cs". (1) least reduced to parameters. Thus Meckler solved for P,i by considering the nuclei fixed and neglecting the In this Kei is the electronic energy operator used by ' T and His result is an ener terms """". .., an E,i(R) and an electronic wave function hei(r;, s,~E), with the internuclear distance E. entering as a parameter and with no dependence at all on the other "lowerenergy" coordinates.
In solving the rest of the problem, we should take this E,i(E) as the effective potential for vibration and 937 use this 1t,i to evaluate such things as the spin-spin coupling constants. In practice, we shall approximate E,i(R) by a two-term power-series expansion about the minimum. This is justi6ed, since we are only concerned with the two lowest vibrational levels. (For study of the higher vibrational levels, more terms would have to be taken or else recourse be made to a Morse curve or other analytic approximation. ') Thus our vibrational
Hamiltonian is taken to be
where $= (R -R,)/R"R, is the equilibrium internuclear distance, and M is the reduced mass. The rotational
Hamiltonian is
where N is the angular momentum of nuclear rotation and 8, is the reciprocal moment of inertia of the nuclei at R,. The expansion in ( allows for the change in moment of inertia with centrifugal stretching and vibration.
The effect of X"+X"in determining the fine struc- where S is the resultant electronic spin vector, and )ã nd p, are spin coupling constants to be determined from it, i(r;,s;~R). The term in ii will be seen to come largely from the interaction of rotation-induced electronic angular momentum with the spin through the spin-orbit coupling. We shall also see that the principal part of the term in 'A comes from the diagonal spin-spin energy in the electronic ground state. It is noteworthy that if one tried to estimate X from the simple model of two interacting spins with one concentrated at each center the values obtained for )i, and ()ii/X, ) would even have the wrong sign. Thus it is clear that our more accurate calculation is necessary to explain the observed behavior of X. In this calculation, exchange eGects, inclusion of ionic states, and the rapid change of con6guration mixing coefFicients with E. play the leading roles.
In (Ois)s we have I=O, allowing only the one state, , ,~; =1. Thus there can be no hyperfine effects.
The translational motion of the center-of-mass is of no interest to us here, but ft... ", would be simply a plane wave satisfying appropriate boundary conditions. This motion will be neglected throughout the rest of the paper.
Our solution of the fine structure problem,
The coupling of angular momenta in molecules and the general methods of establishing an effective fine structure Hamiltonian have recently been reviewed by Van Vleck.~The calculations of this section are an application of those general methods to a specific case which can be carried particularly far. Our choice of angular momentum notation generally follows that given by Uan Vleck. One slight extension is the use of N for the true instantaneous nuclear orbital angular momentum. Q=N+L= J -S differs from N only by "high-frequency" oG-diagonal elements of the electronic orbital angular momentum. We shall introduce E in Sec. III as the conventional label for the final eigenfunctions; it has the magnitude of 0 for the pure Hund (b) state which is dominant in the eigenfunction.
The basis functions in terms of which we shall describe the state of the molecule are products of the form (2). In this form the f,i(r;,s;~R) are solutions to X,i for the case in which the nuclei are not rotating and are "clamped" a distance 2 apart. When the molecule rotates, the coordinates r; are referred to the axes Gxed in the molecule, but the wave function still describes the system with respect to a 6xed frame. The p;b are harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions of the internuclear distance R for the angular frequency of oscillation ai. ; the P,.t, are symmetrical top eigenfunctions for a linear rotor with internal spin angular momentum. ' s F. Hund, Z. Physik 36, 657 (1926) . These coup1ing cases are also discussed in reference 5, Chap. V. J. H. Van Vleck, Revs. Modern Phys. 23, 213 (1951 39, 444 (1926); 41, 453 (1927) . As stated above, P"",";" is trivial for I=O, and iP",",is suppressed.
In the lowest order Born-Oppenheimer approximation, one takes a single product of these eigenfunctions as the total eigenfunction and takes the diagonal value of the complete Hamiltonian over it as the energy eigenvalue. This would give the sum of the unperturbed electronic energy 8"', reasonable approximations to the vibrational and rotational energy, the diagonal spinspin energy in X, and the small diagonal contribution to p, coming from the magnetic coupling of the electronic spins in the fieM of the rotating nuclei. However, it fails to include any electronic spin-orbit eRects because the 'Z ground electronic state has no net orbital angular momentum, ' and it fails to account for the coupling between electronic, vibrational, and rotational motions such as centrifugal distortion. These latter eRects are found by going to a second order approximation.
A. First-Order Contributions
These terms are to be evaluated by finding the diagonal values of the perturbative term over the electronic wave function. We start with the spin-spin contribution to the parameter X, defined in (5), which measures the eRective coupling of the spin to the z (internuclear) axis. Spin Spin Con-tribution jo ).
Since Van Vleck gives no formulas for the coefficient ), and since Kramers" treatment is in terms of permutation group theory rather than in the framework of the usual determinantal method, we must develop our result from the basic Hamiltonian, " 3c"=g'P'P [(sj"s&) rjw' -3(s, " rj&)(s& r, ")]r;, (7) where rj& -rj -rA, . By simply expanding into components and regrouping, this can be written The symmetry of the molecule causes all except the last term to vanish when integrated over the electronic state. All of these spin functions are of the forms which, as Van Vleck points out, have matrix components proportional to corresponding elements of S. (This can be proved by direct multiplication of the matrix elements of a vector of the type T.") Thus all elements of (3$j.sw,s, " sw) are proportional to those of (3S, s -S'), and the proper dependence of the interaction on S is shown. To evaluate X, it is convenient to compute the diagonal element of K"for the state S, =Z = 1, and to note that the diagonal part of ) is given by The f dependence enters because f,i depends parametrically on R (or $).
The electronic wave function given by Meckler' is expressed as a superposition of con6gurations, uzi = Q,"C"p", (10) where each p" is a determinant or linear combination of determinants which is a spin eigenfunction with 5=1 and Z=O. The corresponding eigenfunctions for 2=1, obtained by applying S~/W2 to Meckler's eigenfunctions, have been given by Kleiner. " They are more convenient here because the dominant con6guration is then a single determinant. The coefficients C" are given for several values of R. Near the equilibrium distance R"one configuration (p, =c) is dominant, C,~being of the order 0.97. The next largest has C" of the order 0.1. Since the C's are real, the diagonal energy is simply Z"=p"zC"C"H"". (11) It is clear that we make an error of the order of only one percent if we neglect terms that do not involve the dominant con6guration. Since other sources of error are larger, we shall make some simpli6cations of this kind. Our problem then is to compute the matrix components of (where s;~s;, &is;w--) between these configurations.
These matrix components are reduced to sums of 2-electron integrals in terms of single electron orbitals by the usual methods developed by Slater. " The spin part of (12) gives a factor of & s depending on whether the two spins involved are parallel or antiparallel.
Thus, in summing to get the diagonal elements, all integrals involving paired spins cancel out. For the diagonal element over the dominant con6guration, for example, this leaves just g -t3 t' t' t' 3s12 -r12 (3C..)..=H.. =-~' J x+*(1)x-*(2)-4 E~~r 12
where x~i s Meckler's notation for the 2p2r, + symmetry orbitals. The subtracted term is, of course, the exchange integral. To evaluate the integrals, we insert Meckler's LCAO molecular orbital functions using Gaussian atomic orbitals. As we shall see, these Gaussians make it possible to evaluate the integral exactly. After some reduction, (13) becomes
The integral then becomes
If one replaces these Cartesian coordinates by cylindrical primed coordinates and spherical relative coordinates, the integration can be carried out analytically. Power-series expansion is required for the last integration. The result is'1
S1(4bR'), (17) x[r2 sintt2 exp( -br2') sinhbRs27'
Xsin'(222g 1) (3s12' -r12')/r12'dr1dr2. (14) and 222-1 t'2:) " S1(x) = P-n=o1 3 5 (222+5) (2) This resembles the classical average of the interaction between two identical electron clouds, each of which is concentrated in two toroids of charge encircling the axis of the molecule at the two nuclei. The axis is a nodal line and the perpendicularly bisecting plane is a nodal plane because of the p2r, nature of these xõ rbitals in which the unpaired spins are most apt to be found. However, the factor sin2(p2 -221) gives a correlation in position tending to concentrate the two interacting electrons in perpendicular planes through the axis. This correlation is a direct result of the exchange integral and hence of the antisymmetry of the wave function. Also noteworthy is the fact that there is a large chance of both electrons being near the same center. This is the result of having ionic states given equal weight with nonionic states in a simple molecular orbital treatment. The principal contribution to the integral then comes when the two electrons are on the same center [because (3s122 -r122)/r122 is large then7 and in perpendicular planes. Also, viewed in this way, the seemingly anomalous sign of X is explained. Thus the characteristic distance of separation for the interaction is the atomic radius, not the internuclear distance.
Evaluation of (14) is made possible by changing variables to K'= [1exp( -bR'/2)7 ' %e note that. this is the product of a characteristic energy g2P2b' *depending on the atomic scale factor b times a dimensionless factor which is a function only of bE2, that is, of the degree of overlap of the two atomic orbitals. The latter is true, since exp( -bR') is the amplitude of one Gaussian orbital at the center of the other. Computation shows that the dependence on bE2 is very weak. The total range E varying between zero and infinity, is only 30 percent; and since the region of interest is near a minimum, it is very nearly constant there. Thus the principal dependence of Il"on the molecular wave function is on the degree of concentration of the atomic orbitals as measured by b& (1/r'). This result should be independent of the detailed choice of wave function.
Kleiner13 has noted that the Gaussians used by Meckler give a very poor value for (1/r') because of their failure to rise rapidly near r=0. In view of these remarks, it seemed best to fit the b in the Gaussian to give (1/r') for the atomic orbital equal to that computed from the Hartree-I'"ock wave function of the oxygen atom. " This gave b=1.696, as opposed to the value b=0.8 (atomic units) chosen by Meckler from consideration of overlap. Numerical results are given +12 +1 2 2r '9= y12= yl y2 S12 Sl S2) t12 -@+2t2+i 2r 2 $'= X1+X2, rt'= y1+y2, |'= &1+&2.
(15) "Following Meckler's notation we use J, E', I, and 3E to denote normalization constants in electronic wave functions. No confusion with the usual angular momentum quantum numbers should result. "Hartree, Hartree, and Swirles, Trans. Roy. Soc. (London) A238, 229 (1939) . A very useful analytic fitting as the sum of three exponentials is given by P. 0. Lowdin, Phys. Rev. 90, 120 (1953l. with this higher value of b used in the b& factors, but in the overlap factors, bR' has Meckler's value.
Other matrix elements computed in a similar way are given in Appendix A. Using these results, the numerical values of the matrix components were evaluated for 8=2.236 and R= 2.372 atomic units, corresponding to MP=4.0 and 4.5. These values bracket the equilibrium distance E, =2.28. The coefficients C"were determined for these same values of E. by interpolating between Meckler's given values. The nonvanishing results are given in Table I , with energies expressed in kMc/sec. From these energies, the spin-spin contribution to X was computed, and the results are compared with the experimental values (obtained in Sec. III) in Table II .
In view of the crudeness of the Gaussian approximation, these calculated results must be considered unreliable despite the adjustment made in b. This is illustrated by the fact that even for the Hartree-Pock function (1/r') is 29 percent less than the "experimental value" obtained from the magnetic hyperhne structure in 0"0' by Miller, Townes, and Kotani. "
Although the uncertainty of interpretation of the latter makes it unwise to make a further adjustment of b, it does indicate that our calculation is apt to underestimate the true magnitude.
We thus conclude that the spin-spin interaction provides the major part of the coupling constant X. This conclusion is supported by the estimation of the contribution of second-order spin-orbit effects given later in the paper. Table I reveals that the R dependence of t, which determines ) 1, comes almost entirely from the change in the configuration mixing coefFicients C", the values of the matrix components being relatively constant. Presumably this behavior would also hold if a wave function constructed from better atomic orbitals were used. This presumption is strengthened by the fact that Ishiguro has obtained similar configuration mixing coe%cients in a treatment now in progress using better orbitals. " This mechanism for the change in ) again shows that a rather detailed examination of the electronic wave function is necessary for explaining the observed values of X. 
Inspection of
The velocities and coordinates are measured in a fixed frame but referred to gyrating axes. As Van Vleck points out, it is permissible to replace v~by~)&r~or (Q/MR')Xrx, since the difference between the true nuclear angular momentum N and Q is only the oscillatory electronic orbital angular momentum which averages to zero in this sort of an interaction. We assume a rigid nuclear frame, so the r~are constant vectors of +-,Rk, where k is a unit vector in the s-direction. Also R, = 0, since we have a diatomic molecule. Finally, symmetry causes terms which are odd in x; or y; to vanish. By using these facts, expansion of II& in components reduces to
Here, Z is the atomic number, A is the atomic weight, p~i s the nuclear magneton, and r;x is l r; -sRkl. The 6nal problem is to actually evaluate the co-eScient p' by integration over the electronic x+ orbitals. To carry this out, we transform to spherical coordinates about the nucleus at s=R/2. The integration then proceeds just as in' the evaluation of the spinspin energy and leads to
Noting that this depends on b only through the overlap parameter bE' and not on the atomic scale factor b separately, this should be evaluated by using Meckler's b=0.8 atomic unit, not the value obtained above by fitting (1/r'). If this is done, the result is p, '=+10.0
Mc/sec, compared to a total experimental value of p= -252.7 Mc/sec. This shows that the magnitude of the 6rst-order contribution is only 4 percent of the total value, the rest being from the second-order eGects of spin-orbit coupling discussed in the next section.
To make the physical nature of this 6rst-order term clear, we note that simply calculating the energy of the electron spin in the magnetic 6eld at one nucleus due to the rotation of the other about it would give a coupling constant of 2(Z/A)(gPP~/R') or about +8
Mc/sec. The increase in magnitude from 8 to 10 Mc/sec is the result of distributing the electron over a region of radius R/2, giving an increase in ((e R/2)/r, xs).
-From this picture, we see that the dependence of p, ' on the detailed electronic wave function is of secondary importance. Further, p' makes only a small contribution to p. Finally, there are no o6-diagonal elements of 3C& between the dominant P, configuration and the others in Meckler's wave function. Thus any contributions from the other configurations would be second-order effects of the order of one percent of p' or 0.1 percent of p. In view of the other more serious sources of error, it was not considered worth carrying this calculation further in order to evaluate these corrections.
B. Second-Order Contributions
Perturbation of the Etectroeic State
As our 6rst step in improving the zeroth-order eigenfunction and first-order energy, we find the modification of the 'Z ground state by spin-orbit and rotational e8ects. We assume the conventional approximate form AL S for the spin-orbit coupling energy rather than try to handle the rigorous microscopic Hamiltonian in terms of coordinates, velocities, and spins of the individual electrons. 2' The rotation-electronic coupling is through the term -2BL R in the rotational energy s'
This cross term is precisely the effective perturbing term that appears in the electronic problem if the timedependent problem of motion with respect to a classically rotating set of force centers is reduced to 6nding a wave function that is stationary with respect to the rotating frame. " If we assume that electronic excited states lie reasonably high, we can take account of these eGects by 6rst-order perturbation theory with the result that
The indicated matrix elements are quadratures over orbital functions. Since the operators S and Q are independent of the orbital wave functions, they may be simply taken out and treated as numbers at this stage.
We note that elements of L, are diagonal in A. and proportional to A and thus vanish for the Z state with which we are dealing. Further, in a held of axial symmetry, we have the relation'4 all other elements vanishing. Thus the perturbed 'Z wave function has only x states mixed in, and the mixing is proportional to the matrix elements of elec-«' This rather phenomenological replacement is supported by the considerable success it has had in application to molecular spectra by Van Vleck LPhys. Rev. 33, 467 (1929)g and others. It is theoretically insecure in that even for the one electron case the form 1 s is rigorous only in a central 6eld. For the case of many electrons, it is necessary to consider a form at least as general as Z;u;1;-s; to get the possibility of matrix elements between states of di&erent multiplicity (R. Schlapp, Phys. Rev. 39, 806 (1932) 7.
Despite these objections, we adopt the assumption as the most reasonable one-parameter form, since more rigorous calculation with the exact interaction is precluded by computational difhculty and the lack of reliable wave functions for excited states.
The B in this expression is the half reciprocal moment Bõ f the bare nuclei, the electronic contribution to the rotational energy being given explicitly by the cross terms. To simplify notation, we simply write 8 here. Xt is included in the quadrature because it is still an operator. We would only neglect the higher order effects of vibration on the electronic motion through the ln) (nlBL, I0) p, "=4 Re Q-These results are the same as those found by Hebb" except for a factor of two stemming from the fact that he counts each x state once whereas each appears twice (as h. =&1) in our expression. The term in ), " is the second-order effect of the spin-orbit energy and turns out to be small. The term in p, " gives the spin-orbit coupling energy to the electronic angular momentum of the x states admixed by the rotation. 8" lowers the effective reciprocal moment of inertia from the nuclear value, 8&, essentially by the addition of electronic mass to the rotating frame. "
Since the actual matrix elements required cannot be calculated in the absence of wave functions for the m states, these sums cannot be evaluated from first principles. However, to a reasonably good approximation these may be simpli6ed by treating A and 8 as constants rather than as functions of the configuration.
In particular, 8 can be considered to have the value observed in the electronic ground state and the order of magnitude of A can be estimated from the multiplet separation of the m states. With A and 8 removed, a11 the sums become the same, namely,
"M. H. Hebb, Phys. Rev. 49, 610 (1936) . 26 It is interesting to note that the diagonal value of H,I itself is raised by precisely 8"Q due to the increased momentum of the electrons with respect to the 6xed frame. The nuclear' energy is lowered by 28"Q~b ecause the added mass reduces its share of the quantized total angular momentum. The net eBect is the lowering of energy quoted above.
The right member is merely symbolic, but if we use Van Vleck's "hypothesis of pure precession'"' it could be used to infer the characteristic energy separation hv. This sum then becomes a single disposable parameter, and theoretical relations between the various quantities become possible. This feature is greatly enhanced by the fact that the theory of the interaction of the molecule with a magnetic field (to be given in a subsequent paper) reveals two other experimentally accessible quantities of this same form. By combining all of these, a remarkably complete separation of effects, with some internal checks, becomes possible.
C. Analysis of Results
If we now collect the terms that depend on other than electronic coordinates, we have the effective Hamiltonian for vibration, rotation, and spin orientation. It is + ii -P~&/2~+ i~(g &g &P+$P +BR'+-'X(3S '-S')+p, g S (32) where B=B -B", X=X'+X", p=y'+p".
Because they enter in exactly the same form, )', )"; p', p, ", and 8, 8" will be indistinguishable in the eigenvalues of this operator. They can be separated, however, if one uses the results of the theoretical calculations and of the Zeeman-eGect experiments.
With the known experimental value of p=p, '+p" (see Sec. III), and the value of y' calculated in the previous section, we can determine p, " to be -262.7
Mc/sec. Taking B=43.1 kMc/sec, this implies that AI. (1+1)/hv is -1.52X10-' which is consistent with reasonable values of A, 1. (1+1), and hv. In particular, the minus sign checks with the plus sign for A in the m states of 02+ according to Van Vleck's general theory. "
Using the value A = -21 cm ' indicated by the Zeemaneffect studies, we find X" to be 465 Mc/sec, leaving 58 920 Mc/sec of the experimental value to the firstorder spin-spin mechanism. This establishes the previous statement that the spin-spin contribution dominates. In fact, the second-order contribution is so small that errors in its estimation will not introduce much uncertainty in the correct value for the spin-spin part. Therefore X serves as a reliable check on the quanity of the wave function. The facts are that the calculated value was 40 percent low even after adjusting b to give a better approximation to the Hartree-rock atomic orbital near the nucleus, and it was 80 percent low with Meckler's choice of b. We must conclude that wave functions chosen to minimize the electronic energy cannot be expected to give good results for a quantity which has a dependence on coordinates that di8ers from that of the electronic energy. On the other hand, if a wave function did give a good result for P as well as for the electronic energy, there would be grounds for believing that it is a superior approximation to the true eigenfunction.
Vsing the same values for 8 and L(L+1)/hy, we compute 8"= 17.3 Mc/sec, which is a correction of 400 ppm (parts per million). The usual procedure of using atomic rather than nuclear masses reduces this correction by 270 ppm, leaving 130 ppm. Since the experimentally quoted values for 8 from infrared data are presumed to be accurate to 10 ppm (being quoted to 1 ppm'), it is clear that this rather sizable correction should be applied in inferring the internuclear distance from B,g~and the atomic masses. This correction decreases the computed E. by 65 ppm. Recalculation, " using Herzberg's value for (8,«), and the newly adjusted atomic constants, yields E, =1.207415 A.
The expansion of 8 to allow for the nonrigidity of the molecule is well known. The erst two coe%cients in the expansion of X have been estimated theoretically in Sec. II but all three are treated as parameters to be evaluated by fitting the experimental data. No $ de-'It is significant to note that the recommended lease-squares fitted value of (lA/c)&, which enters in the conversion, has increased by 76 ppm between 1947 and 1952 D. W. M. Dumond and E. R. Cohen, Revs. Modern Phys. 20, 82 {1948)and 25, 691 (1953)g. By chance, this almost exactly cancels this new theoretical correction for the electrons. Thus it is clear that the last decimal places of quoted values for 8, are significant only when a precise allowance can be made for the electronic contribution and even then only to the limit of our knowledge of the fundamental constants.
III. SOLUTION OF THE FINE-STRUCTURE PROBLEM

A. Energy Levels and Spectrum
As outlined in Sec. I, our problem is to 6nd eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the Hamiltonian operator X=X;b+X"t, +X,a;,. Since we will solve this in a Hund case (a) representation with v, t, M, 5, and 2 diagonal, we eliminate Q from (32) by noting that Q= J -S. This leads to X=8 '/2M+ 'Moi 'R 'P+bP-+8J'+2)5 ' +(lj, 28)J S+(8 --P --, ')I, ) S', (34) where pendence has been given p, because the same value suKced for both~=0 and v=1 states as observed in the infrared spectra" whereas a change in t was required.
The required matrix components are (suppressing quantum numbers in which the element is diagonal and which have no effect on its value, and suppressing h):
(tt i ]I n') = elL(v+1) l5","~i+z-*b"," ij, (n I P I z') = eL(z+ 1)'(a+2) '5"..+s+ (»+ 1)5",, +t **(v-1)*5",", ), (zII'I")= '*L(a+1)'( +n2)'( +n3)'~". + s, +3(e+1)'8",,+t+3t *8", " i +zl (z-1)l(n -2) l5""s]
where e =B,Pioi, = h/2MB. soi, and 5, "is the Kronecker symbol. The elements of J. S are obtained by noting that J satis6es the "reversed" commutation relationĩ n the gyrating frame and that J, =Z since E, =O.
Since S obeys ordinary commutation relations, we have the result given above. The elements of P and P are obtained by matrix multiplication of the familiar matrix elements of f for the harmonic oscillator.
Using these elements, the Hamiltonian matrix is readily written explicitly. Since all elements are diagonal in J, M, and S, we can write the elements simply as (vZ~X~z 'Z'). Since the vibrational level separation is so large, compared to rotational and spin energies, we can apply the Van Vleck transformation to reduce this matrix to an eBective Hamiltonian matrix for the structure within each vibrational level. " Using (tZ i Xi z'Z") (n'Z" iX i'')
we obtain a 3X3 matrix between the 2=&1,0 states for a given vibrational (and total angular momentum) state. Including terms of order e', 32 these reduced ele-"In some excited states, such as the 'Z"state, p, is an order of magnitude larger than it is in the ground state, and its g dependence can no longer be overlooked (P. Brix and G. Herzberg, Can. J. Phys. 32, 110 (1954) g. Inclusion of this 5 dependence would involve no difBculty. However, for the high vibrational states observed in the 'Z"state our simple approximation to the vibrational potential would have to be greatly extended. We avoid these accumulating complications by confining our treatment to the ground state. We note that large vibration-dependent terms can be taken out by dehning v-dependent constants X, and 8,. This is the first-order Born-Oppenheimer approximation. However, there are higher-order centrifugal distortion terms that cannot be eliminated in this way.
In these terms the distinction between 8, and 8" is In 6tting the spectrum it is useful to note that v (E)+v+(E -2) =2) .+a+8")r (E' -K+2+)i,/68). (46) The precision with which this parabolic form 6ts the experimental data is shown in Fig. 1 To determine X~it is necessary to use data from an excited vibrational state. For this purpose, the infrared data of Babcock and Herzberg' for the t&=1 state of (0")s were fitted with (46) to determine X&"=i&. This fitting gave a result agreeing within its precision with the value obtained by Babcock and Herzberg by fitting the less accurate Schlapp'4 formula.
The results of all the fittings are tabulated in Table   III . The indicated errors in X are the statistically expected standard errors in the quoted mean values. ++K(E+1) r' to Schlapp's v (E), leaving v+(K) unchanged. Gokhale" considered the effect of centrifugal distortion on 8, but assumed A, and p independent of E.
Thus he failed to obtain a theoretical explanation for the deviations. He did, however, correct the confusion between 8 and 8 --', p, as did all succeeding workers. Since these formulas are derived from a secular equation connecting several E states, the values of 8 and ) are not well defined and this procedure is not rigorous.
Further, it fails to give a value for dX/dR, and it fails to provide the single Hamiltonian (for all IC) needed in deriving diagonalizing transformations preparatory to introducing other perturbations. Finally, while this work was being completed, Mizushima and HilP' have published a treatment that takes account of centrifugal distortion under the adiabatic approximation but assumes a harmonic vibrational potential. This treatment fails to provide a value for P, or ) 2, " and does not give the diagonalizing transformation. Thus the present treatment verifies Mizushima and Hill's general results and gives somewhat more information about the molecule. The closeness of fit to the experimental data is about equal to that of the methods of Miller and Townes and of Mizushima and Hill.
B. State Functions
We now obtain the 3&(3 diagonalizing matrix which expresses the eigenvectors of the matrix (38) in the Hund case (a) representation. Our eigenvalues as given by (41) are inserted into the matrix equation Table V for 4'Note that his XI is related to ours by p&)~=4&'(X1)z. Also note that he has apparently omitted a numerical factor of 2x in going from his Eq. (17b) to (18). As a result, his value for (d'A/ dR), is inconsistent with ours. and Hill's manuscript (reference 36) gives somewhat diferent coeKcients for XI. His error seems to have arisen in subtracting a~3' A, treated as independent of g, from the diagonal elements. 
In wave mechanical language, these elements are simply integrals of the cosine of the angle between the space-fixed F axis and the gyrating g axis, over
the symmetric top eigenfunctions specified by (JQM ) J'&'M'). Since these angular eigenfunctions are completely determined by the angular momenta, these rather obscure integrals can be replaced by a matri~algebraic deduction from the commutation relations. In this deduction one finds that the elements of Cz& may be factored in the form These coeKcients are also given in Table V . From these, it is clear that oxygen eigenvectors approach Hund case (b) eigenvectors as J becomes very large. This was to be expected since the rotational splittings increase as J, whereas the spin-spin energy which breaks down the case (b) coupling is constant.
IV. LINE INTENSITIES
Because of its homonuclear symmetry, no electric dipole transitions are possible in oxygen. The existence of a magnetic dipole moment of two Bohr magnetons makes magnetic dipole transitions allowed, and in fact quite intense. The perturbative Hamiltonian inducing transitions in an absorption experiment is I1 =g, 'PS H, 2= -P H, i.
A well-known analysis4' shows that for well-separated lines the absorption coefficient n is given by p;, is the matrix element of the magnetic dipole moment, T '=27t-hv, 5, is the energy of the jth state, and the sum over n is the usual partition sum. Since n is proportional to I»»;, I', it is proportional to I (Sz);;I' if the magnetic vector of the incident rf radiation is polarized along Z. By the isotropy of field-free space we know that when summed over the orientational degeneracy quantum number 3I, K~I(s ),, [2=P [(sr);,[2=g~[(s,) 
Thus all of the necessary information for the general case is obtained by evaluating the simplest of these, To compute the matrix elements of Sz (where Z is a space-6xed coordinate) from the known elements of S in the gyrating (g) axes we use the known direction cosine matrix elements in the equation Sz = 2gc' zgSg These direction cosine matrix elements are given in Table VI with the phase conventions we have used.
Noting that Q=Z for our A=o state, we find the following elements for Sz in a Hund case (a) representation. The (Ji J'+1) elements of Sz are found by using the Hermiticity of the matrix. These elements must now be transformed to the basis which diagonalizes the unperturbed (field-free) Hamiltonian. Then the off-diagonal elements will give the transition probabilities between the actual eigenfunctions. Since these matrix elements are not diagonal in J, our transformation Tg must be extended as follows:
Slp S11 S12 S21 S22 S23 0 0 S32 S33 T2 T3 0 Sppr0~0 S01~1 0 T1 S10~0 T1 S1171 T1 S12T2 The diagonal elements give the weak Geld g factors for the Zeeman eGect. These also diGer appreciably from the vector model results calculated with the assumption of pure case (b) coupling. '4 The numerical values are given in Table VII , but further discussion will be deferred to a subsequent paper giving a complete treatment of the interaction with a magnetic 6eld.
To calculate the total intensity, we sum the squared matrix elements over the degenerate M states and multiply by 3 to include the 3 equivalent spacial directions. This results in an intensity factor Idefined by (E"J"IIE'J') =3 K~I (E"J"ALIIS.IIE'J'~) II' (6» The sum is readily evaluated explicitly using the fact that J(J+1)(2J+1)
&2=
The results have been tabulated in Table VIII for J&16, and the Hund (b) result" has been given for comparison when it is not zero. Evidently the diGer-TABLE VIII. Matrix elements of Sz with respect to the basis in which the field-free problem is 'diagonal. ' K g(K, K -1)/gee g(K9K)/g&' g(K2 K+1)/g. and the frequencies of the 5-mm lines as follows:
Making an analytic approximation to the I(E" J"~E'J') and using Eq. (56), one finds the following approximate resul. ts at 300 K, assuming the same line breadth parameter as in the millimeter spectrum: () The absorption coe%cients are calculated to be 0.44 )&10 ' 38)&10 ' and 17)&10 ' cm -' respectively. APPENDIX A. MATRIX ELEMENTS GI' SPIN-SPIN HAMILTONIAN By the same methods used in™Sec. II, the following matrix elements between configurations may be computed. We let bR2= 6, for simplicity. a These elements are given in Eq. (60) as the product of a J-dependent factor and a simple factor depending on both J and M. The J-dependent factors are tabulated here. In these, gee is the algebraic electronic spin g factor, -2,00229, and g(K,J) is the algebraic g factor of the K,J energy level. "R.M. Hill and W. Gordy, Phys. Rev. 93, 1019 (1954 . "J.H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 71, 413 (1947) . JI"=H"= gspsbl2K42r=' X(1/30+e A/15+2e 6A~'Sl(h) -2e AS1(46)l, Hee = Hyf =g2P2b*' 2L42r='* X(1/30+e A/15 -2e 6A'451(h) --', e Sl(4&)), H a H --I g--'P'b'L'K'sr '=(1/15+e aSi (46) 2) and the constants 8, E, J, I. , and M are as defined by Meckler. ' In evaluating H", the terms in go and ye giving orthogonality to the 1s orbitals have' been dropped as negligible to allow integration by our artifice (which requires a common Gaussian factor for all orbitals). We note that all of the elements have the same sort of dependence on b' and bR'=6, the 6 dependence turning out to be rather slight. The dominant interaction of 02 with a magnetic 6eld is through the electronic spin magnetic moment. However, a precise comparison with experiment of the results of calculating the microwave paramagnetic spectrum, assuming only this interaction, shows a systematic discrepancy. This discrepancy is removed by introducing two corrections. The larger (approximately 0.1 percent, or 7 gauss) is a correction for the second-order electronic orbital moment coupled in by the spin-orbit energy. Its magnitude is proportional to the second-order term p" in the spin-rotation coupling constant. The smaller (approximately 1 gauss) is a correction for the rotation-induced magnetic moment of the molecule. Since the dependence of this contribution on quantum numbers is quite unique, this coefIIcient can also be determined by 6tting the magnetic spectrum. A total of 1.20 X-band and 78 S-band lines were observed. The complete corrections have been made on 26 lines with a mean residual error of roughly 0.5 Mc/sec. This excellent agreement con6rms the anomalous electronic moment to 60 parts per million (ppm) and also confirms the validity of the Zeeman-effect theory.
A new result is the rotational magnetic moment of -0.25&0.05 nuclear magnetons per quantum of rotation. Knowledge of this moment allows the electronic contribution to the effective moment of inertia to be determined. Making this correction of 65 ppm, and using the latest 6tting of the universal atomic constants, the equilibrium internuclear distance is recomputed to be R, =1.20741&0. 00002 A. We can also deduce that the magnitude of ) ", the second-order spin-orbit contribution to the coupling of the spin to the figure axis, is 465+50 Mc/sec, or less than one percent of the total coupling constant 'A.
Theoretical intensities of a number of the microwave transitions are calculated and successfully compared with experiment over a range of 100 to 1 in magnitude. It turns out that AM =0 transitions are over a hundred times weaker than the 6%=&1 transitions and thus are too weak to observe. Also, J breaks down as a quantum number in the presence of a magnetic 6eld. This allows AJ = &2 transitions to comprise roughly half of all lines observed. ) 'N a previous paper' (referred to as TSI), we gave a rather complete and precise treatment of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors"and transition intensities of the oxygen molecule in field-free space. Using this work.
as a foundation, we now give a similarly complete and precise treatment of the perturbations produced by a magnetic field. The dominant interaction will, of course, be that between the electronic spin magnetic moment and the external field; namely, x, =g, 'pS H. Accordingly, the efFects of this perturbation on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors is 6rst determined to high accuracy. It is then found necessary to introduce the small efFects of spin-orbit coupling and rotation-induced moments as additional perturbations to 6t the precise experimental data. The fitting evaluates certain sums of matrix elements which are important in interpreting the fMld-free parameters ) and p. Incidentally, the fit may also be considered to confirm the theoretical anomalous moment of the electron to &60 parts per million (ppm). Selection rules and intensities will also be discussed and compared with experiment. It turns out that AM=&1, 0 transitions are allowed, but the AM=0 lines are at least 100 times weaker than the 23f=~j.
